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Abstract: The article presents an analysis of productive word-formation models of 
Western Polissia nicknames that function in dialect speech. Substantive and attributive 
types of masculine and feminine suffix derivatives are characterized in detail in the 
contextual and historical dimension, attention is paid to word-formation models with 
the meaning of collectiveness. The material of the research was the own records of 
nicknames made in the settlements of Western Polissia. The interdependence of the 
nickname and the colloquialism in which it functions is noted, since unofficial 
anthroponyms clearly demonstrate dialectal features at the phonetic, lexical, and word-
forming levels. Street personal names cannot be brought closer to the framework of 
the literary language, because their main properties will be lost: changeability, 
variability, temporality, locativeness, expressiveness, which distinguish them among 
other anthroponymic units. It has been established that in nicknames, as in last names, 
only suffixation is evidenced among the means of morphological word formation, 
because prefix derivatives were found even at the level of formation of appellatives. A 
comprehensive analysis of suffix formants in Western Polissia unofficial 
anthroponymy has shown their following varieties: 1) patronymic and matronymic; 2) 
patronymic-possessive and matronymic-possessive; 3) multifunctional in the sense of 
patronymic or matronymic; 4) andronymous; 5) collective. 
 
Keywords: nickname; word formation model; Western Polissia dialect; suffix 
derivative; saying; sentence; scientific paradigm; historical interpretation. 
 

 
1 Introduction 

Ukrainian anthroponymy as the basis of proprietary vocabulary 
is formed on the basis of language traditions and local 
specificity. The three-component official system of naming 
persons is represented by surnames, personal names, and 
patronymics. In dialect communication, the main functions of 
anthroponyms are performed by nicknames - unofficial names of 
persons that characterize them in rural (more often) or urban 
(less often) collectives, are used “out of sight”, have a mostly 
negative connotation and indicate some defining (external or 
internal) characteristic of a person or an event directly related to 
it. A nickname and a colloquialism are interrelated phenomena, 
because an informal name most often arises and functions in live 
spontaneous speech. Despite the fact that nicknames are 
characterized by flexibility, it is practically impossible to bring 
them closer to the framework of the literary language, because 
their main properties will be lost: changeability, variability, 
temporality, locativeness, expressiveness, which distinguish 
them among other anthroponymic units. It was observed that 
unofficial Ukrainian anthroponyms, formed on the basis of the 
dialect system, reveal specific linguistic phenomena marked by 
innovations and archaism. Nicknames are unique in that, on the 
one hand, they are not codified, so they can be temporary in 
nature, and on the other hand, they are regulated by customary 
law, certain lexical and word-forming norms. Some unofficial 
names do not last long (several months), but most of them “live” 
for decades, passing from generation to generation. In many 
social communities, including rural communities, where an 
unofficial anthroponym most fully realizes its functions, a 
nickname is the main way of identifying individuals. Very often, 
residents of a settlement may not know the official surname and 
first name of their fellow villager, while his street name is 
known to everyone. In quantitative terms, there are much more 
nicknames than official anthroponyms, since street names are 
characterized by synonymy, and there is almost no person in the 
village who does not have a nickname. 

Scientific interest in informal anthroponyms as an inseparable 
component of the anthroponymic system has a long linguistic 
tradition. An important stage in the study of unofficial personal 
names was “Reasons for Ukrainian onomastics” by I. Franko 
[11]. The scientist raised the nickname to the rank of official 
anthroponyms, noting: “It was a kind of document, and because 
of that we understand why people valued it so much, not 
allowing to change its original form either in pronunciation or in 
writing” [11, p. 424]. The author differentiated individual and 
family “nicknames”, pointed out the emotional function of 
unofficial names, the reasons for the appearance of nicknames, 
traced the family and genealogical chain of a person’s 
nomination. Further scientific research in the field of nicknames 
was included in the work of V. Okhrimovych “About village 
nicknames” [20], in which the scientist claimed that “a hundred 
years ago, when metrical books were laid down, there was no 
difference between village and government nicknames, because 
actually village nicknames entered in the metrics as government. 
Since then, the village and government nicknames have gone in 
different directions and diverged far from each other. The 
government nicknames were petrified in the form in which they 
were entered in the books, instead, the village nicknames both 
lived first and continue to live a full organic life” [20, p. 303]. 

In the modern scientific paradigm, there are dissertation works 
that present a comprehensive analysis of unofficial 
anthroponyms of different regions of Ukraine: O. Antonyuk 
(Donetsk region) [2], O. Verbovetska (Ternopil region) [30], 
M. Nalivayko (Lviv region) [18], V Pavlyuk (Vinnytsia) [22], 
N. Fedotova (Luhansk region) [10], P. Chuchka (Transcarpathia) 
[7], N. Shulska (Western Polissia) [27] and others. Almost all 
researchers consider nicknames in a dialectal aspect, analyzing 
the word-formation and structural specificity of unofficial 
personal names. The peculiarities of the word formation of 
nicknames, in particular the scientific description of 
morphological and non-morphological methods of derivation, 
periodically become the object of research by scientists in the 
context of the study of unofficial anthroponymy in general. 
Thus, Y. Pradid investigates word-forming features of 
nicknames along with motivational and functional specifics [24]. 
We come across separate studios devoted to the study of the 
vocabulary of nicknames of certain regions. Thus, O. Antoniuk 
writes about unofficial names formed by the morphological 
method on the material of the anthroponymy of Donetsk region 
[1]. O. Verbovetska studies the structural aspect of official and 
unofficial names of the Ternopil Region [31]. Word-forming 
types of anthroponymic nicknames of one dialect are presented 
in scientific research by L. Lonska [15]. Homonymous 
derivatives among modern unofficial anthroponyms are analyzed 
by O. Mikhalchuk [16]. M. Nalivayko and S. Pantso draw 
attention to the ways of creating unofficial anthroponyms of the 
Lviv region [18; 23]. V. Pavlyuk differentiates the phenomenon 
of affixation among the ways of creating nicknames in Vinnytsia 
[21]. 

The linguistic continuum of Western Polissia, which combines 
the archaic dialects of two systems (northern and southwestern) 
and modern slang and jargon specificity, is a respectable field 
for anthroponymic searches. The uniqueness of the Western 
Polissia area is due to its border character, as the influence of the 
Polissia language is felt. In terms of word formation, the 
unofficial names of Polissia pike are extremely colorful and 
original. They became the object of analysis in the researches of 
H. Arkushin, who characterized lexical-semantic derivatives [3] 
and composite nicknames [5], as well as N. Shulska, who 
focused attention on the means and methods of creating women's 
informal names in family and ancestral anthroponymy of 
Western Polissia [28]. The derivational potential of Western 
Polissia nicknames, in particular the lexical-semantic way of 
wording unofficial anthroponyms, was reflected in the 
publication of N. Shulska, N. Kostusiak, and others [29]. Despite 
the research interest in the word-formation-structural aspect of 
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unofficial anthroponymy, nicknames need a detailed scientific 
description from the point of view of morphological word 
formation, in particular regarding the productivity of affixes, as 
well as types of derivation. Relevant for today are explorations 
carried out on the material of nicknames, with a detailed analysis 
of each method of word formation found in unofficial names. 

2 Materials and Methods 

The material of the research was the own records of nicknames 
made in the settlements of Western Polissia (Volyn Oblast, 
partly in the northwestern regions of Rivne Oblast). The material 
was collected through written and dictaphone fixations directly 
from respondents of different ages, primarily dialect speakers. 
The research used the method of linguistic description and its 
main techniques: inventory and systematization of language 
material in synchrony. Of the specific linguistic techniques, 
word formation analysis was used. With the help of quantitative 
calculations, the composition and performance of the derivative 
models were established. 

The purpose of the article is to analyze productive word-
formation models in dialect speech using the material of Western 
Polissia nicknames, in particular to characterize in detail the 
substantive and attributive types of male and female suffix 
derivatives in the contextual and historical dimension, to pay 
attention to word-formation models with the meaning of 
collectivity. 

3 Results and Discussion 

In nicknames, as in surnames, only suffixation is observed 
among the means of morphological word formation, because 
prefix derivatives were found even at the level of creation of 
appellatives, where prefix morphs appeared. Those formations 
that do not have homonymous doublets among appellatives and 
which are not recorded in lexicographic sources are qualified as 
suffix derivatives. 

Scientists claim that Ukrainian anthroponymy does not have 
special surname word-formation tools, it uses the system 
capabilities of the Ukrainian language and attaches them to the 
onomastic system, taking into account its capabilities and needs 
[22, p. 45]. The same is observed in the derivation of unofficial 
names of people. 

A systematic study of street anthroponyms showed that 
morphological derivatives are individual unofficial personal 
names based on family affiliation, as well as collective and 
collective family-generic unofficial names. Such formations are 
decorated with patronymic, matronymic, patronymic-possessive, 
andronymic, polyfunctional in the role of patronymic or 
matronymic suffixes and reveal the sign of “bearer of ancestral 
belonging”. Surname creation is a living daily process, therefore 
the word-formation and structural analysis of such derivatives is 
necessary both for clarifying the ancient anthroponymic tradition 
and for establishing regional linguistic innovations. 

In morphological informal names containing polyfunctional 
formants, their qualitative feature has already been completely 
lost, since these suffixes are used in the function of patronymics 
or matronymics, cf. Петрáк (Petrák) ‘son (grandson) of Петр 
(Peter)’ and Варварýк (Varvarýk) ‘son (grandson) of Varvara’. 
Investigating the peculiarities of patronymics, P. Chuchka 
emphasizes that “the majority of modern patronymic formants 
are former (and often modern, living) means of expressing 
diminutiveness. Primitive attributive formants began to express 
patronymic, as they hinted that the denotation is characterized by 
some trait of a person, called the creative basis” [8, p. 52]. 

It is possible to make a clear distinction between the presence of 
a qualitative feature or its loss in derivatives with 
multifunctional affixes in nicknames by clarifying the 
motivational characteristics of the studied anthroponym, cf. 
Івáнець < Іван (Ivánets < Ivan) ‘son (grandson) of Ivan’, 
Кирúлцьо < Кирило (Kyrúltsyo < Kyrylo) ‘son (grandson) of 
Kirill’ and Івáнець < Іван, Кирúлцьо < Кирило (Ivánets < Ivan, 
Kyrúltsyo < Kyrylo) ‘bearers of short stature or thin’. 

Suffix analysis of anthroponymic derivatives in the article is 
carried out according to the identified word-formation models 
(WFM), differentiating them according to gender specificity: 

Suffix-structural analysis of male names 

For a systematic representation of the suffixal derivation of male 
nicknames, an analysis of recorded WFMs in the order of their 
gradational productivity in the unofficial anthroponymy of 
Western Polissia is presented. 

Substantive type 

WFM on -ик || -ік 

According to researchers, this formant is one of the most 
productive in the modern Ukrainian language. Its original 
diminutive function eventually gave way to a special 
anthroponymic function, or more precisely, to a genesionymic 
function [7, p. 222]. This fact is confirmed by the register of 
nicknames, where the suffix is the most common among West 
Polissia male unofficial anthroponyms. In patronymic 
(propatronymic), matronymic (promatronymic) names, the 
analyzed multifunctional derivative already represents a neutral 
connotation, since such names perform only an identification 
and differentiation function without any characteristics. The 
formation of a patronymic type was observed: Аркáшик 
(Arkáshik) ‘son (grandson) of Arkasha, Кондрáтик (Kondrátik) 
‘son (grandson) of Kindrat’, Льóник (Lónyk) ‘son (grandson) of 
Leoniia, Макáрик (Makárik) ‘son (grandson) of Makar’; as well 
as a matronym: Гáпчик (Hápchik) ‘son (grandson) of Hapka’, 
Гóлік (Gólik) ‘son (grandson) of Golii’, Дýнік (Dýnik) ‘son 
(grandson) of Duniia, Зíнчик (Zínchyk) ‘son (grandson) of 
Zinka’, Зóйчик (Zoyčyk) ‘son (grandson) of Zoika’). 

In the set of derivatives of the analyzed WFM, patronymic 
(propatronymic) and matronymic (promatronymic) male names 
are fixed, mostly of younger age, the bases of which are 
motivated derivatives based on the name, surname, and 
nickname of the father (grandfather), which could be formed as 
follows: Купрíйчик < Купрій(ко)(ець) ‘son (grandson) of 
Купрій’, Никодúмчик < Никодим(ко)(ець) ‘son (grandson) of 
Никодим’, Прокóпчик < Прокоп(ко)(ець) ‘son (grandson) of 
Прокоп’, Тихóнчик < Тихон(ко)(ець) ‘son (grandson) of 
Тихон’. Identical derivatives have been traced: Каньóрчик, 
Хвúльчик, Юхúмчик.  

The suffix -ик || -’ік

Derivatives of the nicknames are common: Бригадíрчик ‘son 
(grandson) of Бригадíр’, Кабáнчик ‘son (grandson) of Кабан’, 
Корóльчик ‘son (grandson) of Король’, Майóрчик ‘son 
(grandson) of Майóр’, Мýлярчик ‘son (grandson) of Мýляр’, 
Пастýшик ‘son (grandson) of Пастух’. Anthroponyms derived 
from surnames with phonetic-morphemic modifications are 
separately highlighted: Бúчик < Бичок, Бýтік < Бутенко, 
Бýслик < Бусел, Грúцик < Грицюк, Чúчик < Чичотка (Búchyk 
< Bychok, Býtik < Butenko, Býslyk < Busel, Grúcyk < 
Hrytsyuk, Chúchyk < Chichotka). Derivatives from the 
surnames – Акайóмчик < Акайомко < Акайомов, Дубéнчик < 
Дубенко < Дубина (Akayómchyk < Akayomko < Akayomov, 
Dubénchyk < Dubenko < Dubyna) – are rarely found. 

 performs a matronymic function, mainly in 
the names of sons who were raised only by the mother.. This 
trend can be traced in many settlements of Western Polissia: 
Валє́нчік ‘son of Валєнка’, Вє́рчик 'son of Вєрка’, Гáпчик ‘son 
of Гапка’, Дýньчик ‘son of Дунька’, Катерúнчик ‘son of 
Катеринка’, Марúнчик ‘son of Маринка’. 

In the western and northern dialects of the West Polissia dialect, 
the suffix -ик is represented by the vowel modifiers -ек || -’ек

The multifunctionality of the analyzed suffix proved that in 
some cases it can perform a diminutive function, in others – a 
patronymic. While it is practically impossible to trace this at the 
level of official anthroponyms, among unofficial names of 

, 
cf. Лук’я́нчек ‘son (grandson) of Лук’ян’, Юхúмчєк ‘son 
(grandson) of Юхим’. 
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nominative origin, the functional differentiation of the affix is 
clear when the motivational-nominative principle is necessarily 
involved, cf. Степáнчик ‘son (grandson) of Stepan’ and 
Степáнчик < Степан ‘of short stature’. 

WFM on 

As the researchers testify, the diminutive suffix -к-о later 
became a neutral anthroponymic formant, and then began to 
perform a patronymic function. WFM is highly productive in 
street nicknames, especially in family-generic anthroponyms 
with noun bases. For the Ukrainian language, formations with 
the suffix 

-к-о 

-к-о are the most productive of all diminutive variants 
of names [6, p. 85]. N. I. Rulova notes that in some cases the 
formant -к-о

Derivatives with non-derivative bases are recorded in Western 
Polissia: Борúсько ‘son (grandson) of Борис’, Гадáмко ‘son 
(grandson) of Гадам’, Гнáтко ‘son (grandson) of Гнат’, 
Кондрáтко ‘son (grandson) of Кіндрат’, Мартúнко ‘son 
(grandson)’ of Мартин’; with derived bases: Антóшко ‘son 
(grandson) of Антоша’, Льóнько ‘son (grandson) of Льоня’, 
Макарéйко < Макарей < Макар, Назарéйко < Назарей < 
Назар, Пилипéйко < Пилипей < Пилип, Степанейко < 
Степаней < Степан. Sometimes, matronyms are found: 
Орúсько ‘son (grandson) of Орися’, Праксє́мко ‘son (grandson) 
of Праксєма’. The form shaped from the nickname, Бугáйко 
‘son (grandson) of Бугай’, etc., is fixed. It was observed that 
such anthroponyms no longer have an original expressive 
component. 

 could mean a son after the father, i.e., perform a 
patronymic function and be added to various structural variants 
of names [25, p. 46]. This feature is clearly represented in the 
Western Polissia family names of younger men (sons or 
grandsons). 

WFM on 

It is known that the indicated formant is secondary, formed by 
the combination of two suffixes -ов and -ич. Historically, it has 
an ancient origin, because, according to scientists, even in the 
Proto-Slavic language, it created paternal names – patronymics 
[26, p. 58]. The specified WFM is productive in family and 
generic anthroponyms. Formations of this type are identical to 
official patronymic names. The qualification of the analyzed 
derivatives to nickname units is due to the fact that such 
anthroponyms identify only one specific person in the 
settlement.  

-ович 

With this suffix, patronymic nicknames (propatronyms) 
function, identical to official patronymic names: Влáсович ‘son 
(grandson) of Влас’, Гарасúмович ‘son (grandson) of 
Герасим’, Гнáтович ‘son (grandson) of Гнат’, Кáрпович ‘son 
(grandson)’ of Карп’, etc. According to the quantitative 
indicator, there are much more matronyms, which is caused by 
the family structure: Галíнович, Годáркович, Дáркович, 
Дýнювич, Зíнович, Кáтькович, Марúнович, Мóтькович, 
Тамáрович. The bearers of these unofficial names are mostly 
sons who were raised by one woman without a husband. 
Specifically, derivatives with the recorded formant are not 
recorded among grandchildren's names, i.e., in promatronymous 
names. It is clear that the generic affiliation in the demonstrated 
anthroponyms indicates their neutral connotative character. Such 
formations testify to the antiquity of the unofficial naming 
system, as well as its specificity against the background of other 
anthroponymic categories, they are even associated with the 
matriarchal system.  

In the dialects of Western Polissia, variant suffixes were found, 
more often -увич: Гýндувич, Дýнькувич, Зóськувич, 
Сиклíтувич, Мóтькувич, Мóтювич, Парáскувич, Фідýркувич; 
less often -евич

WFM on 

: Макарéвич, Сінкéвич; -oвіч: Миколáйовіч, 
Тарáсовіч. 

Dialectal phonetics of Western Polissia led to the use mainly of 
variants of the analyzed affix 

-ец′ 

-ец, -иц, -иц′. As the researchers 

point out, “qualitatives of male names with the suffix -ец′ were 
common in the Ukrainian language as early as the 16th century” 
[13, p. 80]. In unofficial names of the family type, the qualitative 
function of the polyfunctional formant -ец′

The observed formant is also in family names with an indication 
of the occupation of the first bearer: Бондарéць ‘son (grandson) 
of Бóндар’, Ковалéц ‘son (grandson) of Коваль’, Матрóсець 
‘son (grandson) of Матрóс’, Столярéць ‘son (grandson) of 
Стóляр’. 

 is no longer so 
expressive, it only partially indicates diminutiveness, therefore 
the formant is also used in naming sons and grandsons, cf.: 
Вихторéц ‘son (grandson) of Віктор’, Гантонéц ‘son 
grandson) of Гантон’, Макарéц ‘son (grandson) of Макар’, 
Никодúмець ‘son (grandson) of Никодим’, Потáпец ‘son 
(grandson) of Потап’, Ромáнець ‘son (grandson) of Роман’, 
Юхúмец ‘son (grandson) of Юхим’. Observation showed that 
derivatives of this type can equally indicate the gyneconymous 
nature of the suffix in unofficial names. According to the same 
scheme, anthroponymic forms can be formed from patronymic 
(propatronymic) nicknames: Бугає́ц ‘son (grandson) of Бугая́’, 
Виліхвáнец ‘son (grandson) of Виліхвáн’, Кабанéц ‘son 
(grandson) of Кабан’. 

WFM on 

Researchers believe that the original function of this ancient 
Slavic suffix is to indicate that a person belongs to a certain 
genus [12, p. 9]. This functional meaning of the formant is 
preserved in Western Polissia anthroponymy, because the 
analyzed derivative is productive mainly in the generic names of 
men and acts in a patronymic function. In Western Polissia 
dialects (western and northern parts) the phonetic variant 

-ич || -іч 

-еч

Most formations are manifested by masculine derived and non-
derived nominal bases: Вакýліч ‘son (grandson) of Вакула’, 
Кýзьміч ‘son (grandson) of Кузьма’, Лýкіч ‘son (grandson) of 
Лука or Луця’, Хóміч || Хóмеч ‘son (grandson) of Хома’, 
Юхíміч ‘son (grandson) of Юхим’, Ярéмич ‘son (grandson) of 
Ярема’. The patronymic character is expressed by matronyms 
such as Гáпіч ‘son (grandson) of Гапка’, Гáніч ‘son (grandson) 
of Ганя’, Гóліч ‘son (grandson) of Голя’, Дýніч ‘son (grandson) 
of Дуня’, Катерúнич ‘son (grandson) of Катерина’, Марúнич 
‘son (grandson) of Марина’, Ярúнич ‘son (grandson) of Ярина’. 
Often, such names are motivated not only by the name of the 
mother, but also by the name of the wife, when she has a higher 
status in the family. The demonstrated derivatives express a 
neutral connotation. 

 is 
used. 

WFM on 

In the modern Ukrainian language, derivatives with the suffix     
-ок have the modifying meanings of diminutiveness and 
caressing [26, p. 190]. In street names of a generic nature, the 
polyfunctional derivative is used to identify younger male 
persons, which is explained by the reduced-diminished 
specificity of the suffixes. Forms motivated by personal names 
and their variants, as well as nicknames based on the occupation 
or other characteristics of the father (grandfather) are recorded: 
Гусачóк ‘son (grandson) of Гусак’, Костючóк ‘son (grandson) 
of Костюк’, Кузючóк ‘son (grandson) of Кузюк’, Лісничóк 'son 
(grandson) of Лісник’, Панасóк ‘son (grandson) of Панас’, 
Зиньóк ‘son (grandson) of Зиня < Зиновія’, Максúмок ‘son 
(grandson) of Максим’, Панасóк ‘son (grandson) of Панас’. 
WFM is sporadically used in derivatives of surnames: Далючóк 
< Далюк, Петручóк < Петрук. In speech after soft consonants, 
the suffix can undergo the phonetic modification -’ек, cf.: 
Ковалє́к, Мотилє́к.  

-ок 

WFM on 

According to our observations, the formant 

-ц′-о 

-ц′-о in nicknames 
indicates a distinct pettiness. The analyzed suffix is mostly used 
in patronymic (propatronymic) male anthroponyms: Гадáмцьо 
‘son (grandson) of Гадам’, Гаврúлцьо ‘son (grandson) of 
Гаврил’, Миколáйцьо ‘son (grandson) of Миколай’, Пилúпцьо 
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'son (grandson) of Пилип’, Акайóмцьо ‘son (grandson) of 
Акайом’, Бригадíрцьо ‘son (grandson) of Бригадір’; less often 
- in matronymic derivatives: Тамáрцьо ‘son (grandson) of 
Тамара’, Мілéнцьо ‘son (grandson) of Мілена’.  

WFM on 

According to scientists, this is a diminutive and endearing suffix 
that was discovered at the appellative level in the 17th century. 
to indicate the names of family relationships [23, p. 57]. In the 
Western Polissia anthroponymic system, only names of the 
matronymic type are observed: Вáркусь ‘son of Варка’, Ганнýс 
‘son of Ганна’, Галю́нусь ‘son of Галюня’, Марýсь ‘son of 
Марія’, Мілáнусь ‘son of Міланія’. Such feminine derivatives 
obviously no longer have the original diminutiveness of the 
derivative, which is due to its loss at the stage of generic 
anthroponymization. Unofficial personal names of this type can 
also be gyneconyms. Specifically, no patronymic or 
propatronymic anthroponyms were found among the derivatives 
with the analyzed WFM. 

-ус || -ус′ 

WFM on 

The polyfunctional WFM is productive in names of a generic 
nature (names of younger persons - sons, grandsons), especially 
distinguished and by type of activity with a slight shade of 
diminutive, where it implements the patronymic function. While, 
for example, in Transcarpathian dialects, according to 
P. Chuchka, functions with the suffix -ук do not have age 
differentiation [7, p. 221], in Western Polissia this formant is 
used only in the names of younger speakers. Lexicographic 
fixations also testify to the formation with the suffix -ук of the 
younger persons, cf. appellative ковальчýк ‘a blacksmith's 
apprentice’ [9, II, p. 260], вовчýк ‘young wolf’ [23, I, p. 246], 
орлик ‘young eagle’ [9, III, p. 63]. 

-ук 

There are derivatives with non-derivative bases: Бондарýк ‘son 
(grandson) of Бóндар’, Мелничýк ‘son (grandson) of Мéлник’, 
Рибачýк ‘son (grandson) of Рибак’. 

Formations with derived bases include unofficial anthroponyms: 
Бондарчýк ‘son (grandson) of Бóндар’, Владичýк ‘son 
(grandson) of Влад’, Демчýк ‘son (grandson) of Диментій’, 
Ковальчýк ‘son (grandson) of Коваль’, Менечýк ‘son 
(grandson)’ of Мен < Євмен’, Мусійчýк ‘son (grandson) of 
Мусій’. 

The demonstrated modern morphological derivatives reflect 
ancient word-forming phenomena in anthroponymy, since even 
in the pre-surname period such formations functioned, which 
expressed the same patronymic or matronymic function and 
which were later codified into surnames, cf. modern official 
anthroponyms: Грицюк, Климук, Мельничук, Михальчук, 
Ковальчук, etc. The names-matronyms are sporadically 
observed: Варварýк ‘son (grandson) of Варвара’, Грипчýк ‘son 
(grandson) of Грипа’. 

WFM on 

According to researchers, the primary function of the suffix 

-ак 

-ак 
in proper names was diminutive. Later, this formant lost it and 
acquired the meaning of patronymic, with which many Slavic 
anthroponymic systems are known. The recorded formant, 
despite its appellative specificity, appears in family-generic 
anthroponyms, mainly matronyms and gyneconyms (in Western 
Polissia colloquialisms, the variant -’ек is used after soft 
consonants): Хімáк ‘son of Хима’, Петрáка ‘son of Петро’, 
Зурнє́к ‘husband of Зурна’, Міцє́к ‘son of Міца’. The 
preservation of this derivative in family names indicates the 
antiquity of such formations. It is not by chance that the 
researchers note that “the suffix -ак

WFM on 

 has been used by the Slavs 
as a patronymic suffix since ancient times” [6, p. 20]. Among the 
Western Polissia unofficial names of a family nature, the 
analyzed CM is not very productive. 

In Slavic languages, this formant, according to P. Chuchka, 
could perform both a qualitative and a patronymic function [7, 
p.73]. 

-ан || -ан′ 

The patronymic specificity of the formant in Western Polissia 
nicknames is sporadically observed, but it is revealed by 
anthroponyms: Петрáнь 'son of Петро’, Макарáнь ‘son of 
Макар’, Сєргáн ‘son of Сергій’. 

Attributive type 

WFM on 

The patronymic-possessive WFM is represented in men's 
nicknames productively, with a clear indication of family and 
ancestral belonging. According to this WFM, male unofficial 
anthroponyms can be formed from the name or nickname of the 
father (rarely, the grandfather). 

-ів 

The peculiarity of the phonetics of Western Polissia dialects 
caused the use of variant derivatives -ив, -ув, -ов. The suffix -ів 
is seen relatively rarely in street names, mostly its phonetic 
variants are used. In Middle Polissia and Kholm dialects, the 
formant -ив

With the participation of the suffixes 

 functions, cf. Драґунúв ‘son of Драґун’, Вúркив 
‘son of Вирк’, Калúнив ‘son of Калина’, Корéйцив ‘son of a 
Кореєць’, Панúчикив ‘son of Паничик’. 

-ів, -ив in the creation of 
nicknames, a unique phenomenon was observed due to the 
accentuation of the derivative. It was found that the accentuation 
of the formants -ів, -ив depends on the generic specificity of the 
unofficial anthroponym, cf. Панúчикив ‘son of Панúчик’ and 
Бондарúв “from the Бóндарів (Bondars) family’. Other names 
with -ів, -ив are observed: Гóців, Назáрів, Пальóнчиків, 
Ромáнчикив, Шúмкив with the first meaning; -íв, -úв

A peculiarity of the Western Polissia dialect is that possessive 
adjectives from creative stems with a final soft consonant 
consistently retain 

: 
Булавцúв, Климíв, Куликúв, Цибухúв, Цвілíв, Чешкíв with the 
second meaning. In this case, it is necessary to talk about 
accentuating nicknames-homonyms.  

-о

In Western Polissia, the suffix 

 [4, p. 667]. This is also observed in 
nicknames (not always with a soft ending): Вурубйóв, Дзéньков, 
Ковальóв, Лýцьов, Макарóв, Петрóв, Фéдоров, Юхúмов. 

-ув (-уў)

The simultaneous use of several phonetic modifiers of the 
analyzed formant in one speech was observed, cf. Киричáюв, 
Клúмуків and Семéнив. But all the same, the word-forming load 
of the suffix 

 consistently functions in 
male anthroponyms: Ковáликув, Микитьóнув, Мукійцýв, 
Никодúмув, Пóлькув, Риндáлюв, Юхúмув. This variant of the 
formant can also be found in Kholm dialects: Бáйдув, Бýськув 
[10, p. 167–170] and Transcarpathian: Таратýтув, Конúчніюв 
[7, p. 217]. 

-ув

The specificity of the used derivative determines the one-
generation creation (by the name of the father) of the family 
name, because the formation by the name of the grandfather or 
great-grandfather would most likely use substantive affixes (-ец′, 
-ок, -ук, etc.). 

 is the greatest, as evidenced by the systematic 
analysis of the register of registered nicknames. 

WFM on 

According to researchers, the matronymic-possessive WFM has 
an ancient anthroponymic tradition [7, p. 217]. This formant 
with a patronymic meaning is used in the Polish and Slovak 
atroponymic systems. 

-ин || ін 

Possessive forms with the suffix -ин (-ін) are highly productive 
in Western Polissia, where formations from the diminutive 
variant of the mother’s name or her nickname prevail: 
Василúнчин ‘son of Василинка’, Вáрчин ‘son of Варка’, 
Галúнчин ‘son of Галинка’, Dómchyn ‘son of Domka 
(Домця)’, Dýnin ‘son of Дуня’, Ksénchyn ‘son of Ксенька’, 
Mótin ‘son of Мотя’, Kholmsk Mótryn ‘son of Мотря’ [19, p. 
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167–170], Marúnchyn ‘son of Маринка’, Paranin ‘son of 
Параня’. 

Derivatives of this word-formative type include possessive 
formations such as Іллюшин < Іллюха (mother) < Ілля (father), 
where the affix load is performed by the andronym formant -их-
а, and the original base is a masculine anthroponym. 
Distinguished names are observed: Лукашúшин < Лукашúха, 
Петрушúшин < Петрушúха, Романíшин < Романúха,  
Сидорúшин < Сидорúха, Сцьóпишин < Стьопúха . Many 
matronyms of this type are based on nicknames, cf. 
Барабýсішин < Барабусіха, Бýслишин < Буслúха, Рúндалішин 
< Рúндаліха, Крóлишин < Кролúха, Медвéдишин < 
Медвéдиха. I. Franko recorded such male anthroponyms: 
Тимчишин, Кузьмишин, Макаришин [11, p. 399].  

The peculiarity of the demonstrated personal names is that the 
denotations are mostly sons who were raised only by the mother 
(the father died in the war, died early, left his wife, etc.). 
Sometimes such names can be formed from the name of the wife 
or grandmother. According to the connotative relation, this 
formant is mostly neutral. Some tend to associate such 
derivatives with matriarchy [7, p. 218]. In addition to the main 
matronymic function of the derivative, names after the wife 
(gyneconyms) are also rarely recorded, cf. Амфíсин ‘husband of 
Амфіса’, Марúнчин ‘husband of Маринка’, Сáньчин ‘husband 
of Санька’. 

For the purpose of greater identification, the clarifying official 
anthroponymic component is used in the pre- or postposition: 
Дáрчин Семéн , Кобíтин Вáня , Кóля Гóлючин , Кóля 
Маньóсин, Палáжчин Кóля , Рáйчин Сірóжа . In some 
nickname units, “morphonological changes at the morpheme 
seam” are not observed, so the anthroponyms Бýлочкін, 
Мартóхін, Рáйкін are used. Possessive patronymics were 
sporadically found with the analyzed WFM: Марадóнин ‘son of 
Марадона’, Микúтин ‘son of Микита’, Пéтрин ‘son of 
Петро’.  

WFM on 

P. Chuchka qualifies the derivative 

-івс’к-ий 

-івс’к-ий as a “suffix of 
collective belonging”: “Such formations tangibly emphasize the 
belonging of the named not to one person, but to some larger 
collective. This method of naming is quite old” [7, p. 218]. 
Onomast notes that the scope of use of the suffix -івс’к-ий

Given that the recorded formant is secondary, that is, it contains 
the possessive affix -ів and the toponymic suffix -ськ, it is 
possible that the derivatives in nicknames have a more extended 
meaning than the usual indication of generic affiliation. 
Presumably, the second toponym formant may indicate a 
territorial factor, since the names Буслíвські, Зайцíвські, 
Гнатíвські, Ковалíвські, Степанíвські could be collective 
names of original settlements based on the name or nickname, 
the occupation of the first-born founder, and accordingly, a man 
from this settlement could be Буслíвський, Гнатíвський, 
Зайцíвський, Ковалíвський, Степанíвський. This is proven by 
modern Western Polissia anthroponymic microtoponyms, cf.: 
Бубричівський ‘corner of village Bronytsia, where a family with 
the surname Бубрич lived’, Бучаківська ‘street, village Rusniv, 
where a family with the nickname Бучаки lived’, Вовківський 
‘corner of the village Romashkivka, where a family with the 
nickname Вовки lived’, Гідзівський, ‘a corner of the village 
Myryn, where a family with the surname Гідзівський lives. In 
unofficial anthroponyms containing the component 

 is the 
same as in patronymic nicknames with the suffix -ів [7, p. 218]. 
The same was observed among the unofficial anthroponyms of 
Western Polissia, where the function of the suffix is most often 
patronymic or matronymic, cf. Гаврилíвський ‘son (grandson) 
of Гаврил’, Климентíвський ‘son (grandson) of Климент’, 
Мартинíвський ‘son (grandson) of Martyn’, Ганнíвський ‘son 
(grandson) of Ганна’, Мотрунíвський ‘son (grandson) of 
Мотруна’. 

-івс′к-ий

In Western Polissia, informal anthropo-derivatives with an 
analyzed formant reflect a high ancestral status, indicate 
belonging to some well-known family-settlement, and often 
function as positive names used openly. This is also evidenced 
by street personal names for the name of an entire family (which 
is known from a positive side in the assessment of native 
residents): Вигонóвський рід, Гусакíвський рід, Лівусúвський 
рід (Vygonovsky family, Husakivsky family, Livusúvsky family). 

, the 
original genealogy has already been completely lost. 

In the same sequence, to create nicknames with the motif ‘from 
such and such a settlement’, the derivative -івс′к-ий is used: 
Гнатíвський, Ґандрикíвський, Карпівський, Степанíвський    
-ивс′к-ий: Гилúвський, Данилúвський, Лівусúвський, 
Мамунúвський, Олєшкúвський, Петринúвський, 
Хвидунúвський; -увс′к-ий: Буслýвський; less often -евс′к-ий: 
Kokhanévskyi, Mykhalévskyi, singly -овс′к-ий

WFM on 

: 
Капральóвський, Макарóвський, Макухóвський. 

As G. Arkushyn notes, “by origin, it is the suffix -’ів (< -ов), to 
which the ending is added according to the model of the full 
form of adjectives” [4, p. 668]. In informal names, the function 
of the fixed formant is the same as that of the -ів derivative and 
its variants. The final -ий acts as an expander and creates a 
slightly different outline of the analyzed formations, used in 
parallel to the forms on -ів, -ов, -ув, -ев,, cf. in the speech of 
Berestyan, Volyn region. parallel male formations of Михóдюв || 
Михóдювий, Никодúмув || Никодúмувий, Барабýсюв || 
Барабýсювий, etc. Scrupulous observations of the 
anthroponymy of the indicated speech revealed that the 
frequency of use of male generic names of the first type (in -ів, -
ов, -ув, -ев) is slightly higher than in the second (in -ов-ий, -ув-
ий, -ев-ий). With the analyzed formant, the names of speakers 
containing direct identification and which can equally be used 
both in preposition and in postposition are often used, cf.: 
Бугайóвий Сірóжа, Михóдювий Хведь, Сáшка Никодúмувий, 
Жóрик Барабýсювий. 

-ов-ий 

Derivatives in -ов-ий, motivated by the name or nickname of the 
father or grandfather, are successively used: Ватúльовий ‘son 
(grandson) of Ватиль’, Гусарóвий ‘son (grandson) of Гусар’, 
Panásovyy ‘son (grandson) of Панас’; with accent load -óв-ий: 
Березунóвий ‘son (grandson) of Березун’, Ковальóвий ‘son 
(grandson) of Коваль’, Козакóвий ‘son (grandson) of Козак’, 
Мельничукóвий ‘son (grandson) of Мельничук’, Пастухóвий 
‘son (grandson) of Пастух’, Цурканóвий ‘son (grandson) of 
Цуркан’. In Western Polissia anthroponymy, the variants -ув-ий 
are sporadically recorded: Бригадíрувий ‘son (grandson) of 
Бригадíр’, Виліхвáнчикувий ‘son (grandson) of Виліхвáнчик’, 
Рúндалювий ‘son (grandson) of Рúндаль’; -ев-ий

WFM on 

: Макарéвий 
‘son (grandson) of Макáр’. 

The adjectival suffixes -с′к-ий, -ц′к-ий, which have a toponymic 
character, are realized mainly in West Polissia unofficial names, 
which clearly indicate family and ancestral belonging to a 
certain settlement. The function of these formants in folk 
anthroponyms is the same as that of the derivative -івс′к-ий. 
Apparently, Буслíський could be from the settlement of Буслí, 
Здýнський – from the settlement of Здунí, by the nickname of 
the first bearer-founder. 

-с′к-ий, -ц′к-ий 

The observation showed that the suffix -с′к-ий is used mainly in 
names that indicate greater individuality: Куклíнський, 
Марúнський, Цибýльський, Хóмський, while formations with 
the formant -ц′к-ий

 

 represent expressive collectivity: 
Василíцький < Василі, Макарíцький < Макари, Хомúцький < 
Хоми, Шатрúцький < Шатри. Such names testify to the 
antiquity and uniqueness of unofficial names of people among 
other types of proper personal names, in which, obviously, 
collective belonging is in the first place, and patronymic is in the 
second place. 
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Suffix-structural analysis of feminine names 

Substantive type 

WFM on 

In the Western Polissia factage of women’s informal names, 
there is highly productive andronymous WFM on -их-а, which 
P. Chuchka defines as “Ukrainianism of a substratum character” 
[7, p. 235]. Andronymic derivatives derived from full personal 
names, their variants, nicknames, surnames function 
consistently: Бамбалýсиха < Бамбалус, Бóмчиха < Бомко, 
Бугаїх́а < Бугай, Васютúха < Васюта, Гарасúмиха < 
Гарасим, Зінчучúха < Зинько, Коринúха < корінь, Кубзярúха 
< Кубзяр, Лайдачúха < Лайдак, Макарúха < Макар, 
холмське Бýсьчиха < Бусько, Решóтчиха < Решотка [16, p. 
16-168]. The same forms are fixed by I. Franko: Тимчиха, 
Кузьмиха, Макариха, Дедериха [26, p. 399, 407]. The 
productivity of this WFM is also evidenced by the records of 
dialect speech: / на мéне

-их-а 

и Мартúниха / а то Мавдукú / Шутú 
/ Шýтиха казáли / Мартúниха / бо д'ід буў Мартúн / / Івáн 
Барúло / а йогó ж’íнка Барúлиха / а не и знáйу чугó / тоǐ д'ід 
буў такúǐ глáдкиǐ / шо в’ід тóго // . In Western Polissia 
colloquialisms, the use of the phonetic variant -іх-а is traced: 
Баранíха, Бє́лчіха, Вікторíха, Воленчíха, Гандросíха. Such 
derivatives nominate mostly older married women, although no 
clear trend in their use can be traced. In the western and northern 
part of the studied dialect, WFMs on -éх-а prevail: Багнючéха, 
Григорéха, Гунчéха, Дворачéха, Димчéха, Довгалéха, 
Драґунéха, Омилянéха, Охримéха, Паламарéха; Котє́ха, 
Вувчє́ха, which is caused by lowering [и] to [е] in an unstressed 
position. This version of the derivative is also recorded in Kholm 
female names Драґунéха, Махнéха, Янéха [16, p. 167–170]. In 
the village of Velymche of Volyn region. among female 
formations, WFM on -ех-е || -ех-é, -ех’-е

Variants 

, caused by the 
inflectional change of [а] to [е] were found: Динúсихе, Гáшихє, 
Жмýрихє, Зíнихе, Климúхе, Кундрáтихе, Кужúлихе, Лóсихє, 
Мартúнихе, Пáсічихе, Тирéнтіїхе, Юхúмихє. In the 
mentioned dialect, this phenomenon is reflected in other WFMs 
for naming women after their husband or father, cf.: 
Барисúське, Маркиянáве, Натáлчине, Чилядникáве. 

-ох-а: Бадзьóха, Вітальóха, Гантóха, Силимóха, -ýх-
а

WFM on 

: Вацýха, Клепýха, Речýха, Семенýха are used sporadically in 
separate speech systems. In addition, observed derivatives may 
have an accented suffix (Бугаїх́а, Вувчéха, Яцúха) or a creative 
stem (Денúсиха, Михóдіха, Рúндаліха). 

This WFM of the andronymic type is very common in Western 
Polissia and is used only in the nomination of daughters-in-law 
and daughters, and in some cases wives. 

-к-а 

Derivatives with non-derivative bases are established, which 
include nicknames motivated by a nickname, first name, father’s 
or husband’s surname (andronyms): Агронóмка < Агроном, 
Багатúрка < Багатир, Більшовúчка < Більшовик, Гайдýчка < 
Гайдук, Лéнінка < Ленін, Мазýрка < Мазур, Малахє́йка < 
Малахєй, Мéлничка < Мельник, Мойсє́йка < Мойсей, 
Мусє́йка < Мусєй, Мурáчка < Морак, Прукóпка < Прукоп; 
Багатирýчка < Багатир, Гапоню́чка < Гапонюк. Unofficial 
names of the gentilic type Градищýчка, Ситнýчка were 
formed, apparently, through the mediation of a masculine 
derivative: Градищýчка < Градищук ‘from the village of 
Градиськ’, Ситню́чка < Ситнюк ‘from the village of 
Ситниця’, etc. In family names, the original nuance of the 
formant -к-а has already been lost. The demonstrated forms are 
more common for naming girls and young women. Names with 
derived bases, formed through the derivative on -их-а (its 
phonetic modifiers) are observed: Барабýсішка ‘daughter 
(daughter-in-law) of Барабусіха’, Бичúшка ‘daughter 
(daughter-in-law) of Бичиха’, Бóльбишка ‘daughter (daughter-
in-law) of Больбиха’, Бугаїш́ка ‘daughter (daughter-in-law) of 
Бугаїха’, Булгáнінишка ‘daughter (daughter-in-law) of 
Булганіниха’, Махтéїшка ‘daughter (daughter-in-law) of 
Махтеїха’, Мóцішка ‘daughter (daughter-in-law) of Моціха’. 

Feminine derivatives formed through the possessive formant -ів 
(and its phonetic variants) were found in Western Polissia: 
Гамбукúвка, Бугаїв́ка, Комарúвка, Онуфрíвка, Павлóвка, 
Жерóвка, Сидорóвка, Михалýвка. 

Formations of other word-forming types function sporadically 
among the female anthroponymic array: Майóрша < Майóр, 
Мирýня < Мирон, Назарéча < Назар, Льóтчиця < Льóтчик , 
which do not show word-formation distribution and therefore are 
not organized into separate WFMS. 

Attributive type 

To create unofficial names of this variety, patronymic-possessive 
formants are used mainly, which is determined by the specificity 
of female family-generic anthroponyms. 

WFM on 

WFM is formed according to the pattern of possessive 
adjectives, cf.: батькова, дідова and is used to designate 
women of various ages and family status (daughters, daughters-
in-law, less often – wives) from the names, surnames, nicknames 
of men or parents: Бýньова ‘daughter (daughter-in-law) of 
Буня’, Гарасю́това ‘daughter (daughter-in-law) of Гарасюта’, 
Дмúтрова ‘daughter (daughter-in-law) of Дмитро’, Сáвичова 
‘daughter (daughter-in-law) of Савич’, Синкóва ‘daughter 
(daughter-in-law) of Синко’, Тúшкова ‘daughter (daughter-in-
law) of Тишко’, cf. records of I. Franko: Тимкова, Макарова 
[26, p. 399]. The prevalence of this formant is evidenced by 
fragments from the Polissia dialect speech: / Мáн'ічка / звáти 
Мар'íйа / а називáйут Мáн'ічка / нунý Мáн'ічка / ну то вжé 
чолов’íка добавл'áйут Мáн'ічка Йýркова / Йýркова Мáн'ічка 
/ Пóпики називáли / кóжна хáта йакéс' прóзвис'ко мáла / ну 
Пóпики / то Гáл'а Пóпикува //. 

-ов-а 

Accent differentiation is observed in the nomenclature of 
Western Polissia anthropo-derivatives: -óв-а: Бундарóва, 
Васькóва, Гурубйóва, Кравцьóва, Кувальцьóва, Макарцьóва, 
Остапчукóва, Паламарóва. In the central and western regions 
of Western Polissia, there is a highly productive WFM on -ув-а: 
Барáнчикува, Бýслува, Вє́тасува, Виліхвáнчикува, 
Дóхтурува, Зáйцува, Зóнчикува, Камарóхува, Клімéнтува. 
The same verbal formant also occurs in Kholm feminine 
derivatives, cf. Канóдува, Нéлькува [16, p. 166–167]. In some 
dialects, WFMs on -оув-а are sporadically used: Мáйстроува, 
Мíцикоува; WFMs on -ев-а: Gavruneva, Гаврунéва, Ковалéва, 
Ксьóнзева, Сєргє́єва, Жандарéва, Крутíєва, Ковбанцéва, 
Остапунє́ва, Шинкарéва. Infrequent one is WFM on -ив-а < 
ев-а || -ов-а

WFM on 

: Штíрліцива. 

This WFM represents an unofficial female derivation, more 
often on the maternal line. Derivatives from feminine qualitative 
personal names and their variants are observed: Дáрчина < 
Дарка, Зóсьчина < Зоська, Христúнчина < Христинка, 
Фійóнчина < Фійонька, Юхúмчина < Юхимка, cf. in 
Transcarpathian colloquialisms: Катýшина, Парáшчина [27]. 
Men’s names are recorded less often, represented mainly in the 
nicknames of married women: Вáськіна < Васька (can be either 
a woman or a man), Коля́цина < Коляца, Мішýткіна < 
Мішутка, Сáніна < Саня, Хýмина < Хума. 

-ин-а || -ін-а 

Derivatives of this type include nouns formed through the 
feminine formant -их-а with an original masculine stem (e.g.: 
Пря́ничишина < Пряничиха < Пряник, Дíдзішина < Дідзіха < 
Дзідзь): Бугаїш́ина, Маркóсишина, Мойсéїшина, 
Козачúшина, Чабанúшина. Such derivatives function among 
Kholm anthroponyms: Вє́рка Сиридéшина, Явдóха 
Сиридéшина [16, p. 166–170]. 

WFM on 

The WFM is used to identify women, represents the same word-
formative status and phonetic modifications as masculine 
formations in івс′к-ий (see above). 

-івс′к-а 
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Derivatives with -івс′к-а are sporadically recorded among 
female names: Ковалíвська, Кухарíвська, Панíвська, 
Хомíвська. In the studied dialect environment, the indicated 
WFM is most often formed by phonetic variants: -ивс′к-а: 
Дмитрúвська, Дубинúвська, Киричúвська, Мамунúвська, 
Ливусúвська, Хвидунúвська, -увс′к-а: Борхýвська, 
Бугаю́вська, Вигонýвська, Гапонýвська, Гутýвська, 
Кабашýвська, Мушкутýвська, рідше -овс′к-а: Балікóвська, 
Буянóвська, Гарахóвська; with consonant loss of [в] in WFM   
-úс′к-а: Гапонúська, Гусарúська, Диментúська, Дудúська, 
Масютúська (similar to masculine derivatives in -с′к-ий, -ц′к-
ий

In informal communication, identifying constructions with 
distinguishing epithets are often used: Павлє́шка Старá і 
Павлє́шка Малá, Старá Козá  і Молодá Козá . In the 
spontaneous speech of the Polissia inhabitants, the phrases 
Здоровикóви дівчата, Климинúшини дівчáта are used to 
collectively name girls or women from a certain family. 

, where there is also a probable toponymic factor). 

Considering the fact that a street name is an unstable and 
uncodified anthropo-unit, when creating the family-generic 
name of a wife, daughter or daughter-in-law, the same formants 
are often used (both -их-а and -ов-а, respectively, and their 
variants), cf.: Барабýсюва ‘wife, daughter and daughter-in-law 
of Барабýсь’, Данúлиха ‘wife and daughter-in-law of Данил’. 
This phenomenon is also common in Kholm dialects, where 
there is also no clear distinction in the use of -их-а and -ов-а, cf. 
Канóдиха and Канóдува [16, p. 169]. In this case, to 
differentiate the named in the conversational system, an 
indication of the personal name of the bearer is used: 
Барабýсюва Мар'янка, Барабýсюва Кáтя, Барабýсюва Вáля. 
In view of this, it is not possible to unequivocally assert the age 
status of the female affixes -их-а and -ов-а and trace any trend in 
their use.  

Suffixes with the meaning of collectivity 

Formants used in collective names are applied in the West 
Polissia anthroponymic suffixation. 

WFM on 

In Western Polissia anthroponyms, this formant is represented 
only in the collective name of children, which indicate family 
affiliation. Such formations are motivated by family-generic 
anthroponyms and derived from the singular qualitative (e.g.: 
Бусленя́та < Бусленя): Зайчáта ‘children of the Заєць’, 
Соколя́та ‘children of Сокол’, Чаєнята ‘children of the 
Чайка’. It has been observed that recorded derivatives are quite 
common among informal names. At the same time, the 
collective names of children are ancient in origin, as evidenced 
by the records of I. Bessaraba from the end of the 19th century - 
the beginning of 20th century, cited by G. Arkushyn: 
Соколенята “children of Соколовський’, Адаменята 
‘children of Адам’ [4, p. 64]. Among the onomastic material, 
collective names of children in -ат-а are also given by I. 
Franko: Гринковичята, Дедерихов’ята, Марковичата і 
Марков’ята, Старивичата ‘children’ [11, p. 407–409]. 

-ат-а || -’ат-а 

The phonetics of Western Polissia dialects led to the appearance 
of the suffix-variant -’ет-а (after soft consonants and sibilants): 
Качинє́та, Перцинє́та, Прапорщинє́та, Приймачє́та, 
Шпаченє́та. In nicknames, this formant has a reduced tone, 
which is due to the specificity of its use in children's names. 

Very often, patronymic-possessive formations can add an 
additional clarifying component – a person's name, expressing a 
greater degree of identification: Бугай(юв) Кóля, Зóнчик(ув) 
Сірóжа, Романчук(óв)а Марíя, Гáня Яц(úх)а. Vernacular 
names of this category are represented by the anthroponymic 
formula “Possessive component + proper personal name (name 
variant)”. The role of the possessive component can be 
performed by the name, surname, nickname of the husband, 
father, mother, or other relatives: Бóркіна Вє́ра, Вóвкува Ксéня, 
Мартóшчина О́льга, Стьóпува Дýся , Чумусьóва Кáтя, 
Ю́рчикова Нáстя, Гéдзова Нáстя ; Васúль Рябóго , Вáся 

Курнíюв, Устін Сашкó , Платóнув Вáся . We record the 
following names in records of dialect speech, cf.: / тут 
Йухúмка / вунá йе Йухúмка Бýз′кова / Буз′к’í / а чогó йай 
неизнáйу чогó йіх Буз′к’í / Бýз′ко д′ід / а чогó Бýз′ко неизнáйу 
// Гусáрова там дáл′ше / Гусáр д′ід буў / алéǐ чогó йогó 
Гусáром прозивáли неизнáйу / Мáн′а Гусарúс′ка / Гусарúс′ка  
кáжут′ / Мáн′а Гусарúс′кa // Панас′укú то фам’íл’ійа такá 
булá / Марýс′а Панас ′укóва / тут Зóс′шчина булá тóже / 
вонá вже помéрла / тóже Зóс′шчина нав’éрно побáб’і / 
Зóс′ка булá / бáба булá Зóс′ка / булá той називáли Зóс′ка // 
то йак’éс на кóжного псéвдо булó // айáкже / от йа вже 
Ковалúшина / а вже муйá дочкá нийáк нискáжут по 
фам’íл′ійі / вжеий дочкá / на дочкý кáжут от Ковалúшинойі 
Св’éта пошлá / а то Микúч:ина / бо Микúтка був старúǐ 
д′ід / тоǐ Микúтка / той так назвáли / абó ше йійé Нáд′а 
Прúч:ина / бо йійí д′ід знáйте йактó колúс′ / д′ід звáвс′а 
Микúтка / йактó кáжут Микúч:ина або Прич:úна Нáд′а / ну 
отак’еивó / ну йа ни знáйу чугó / отак’е и

For the purpose of accurate differentiation, the specified 
anthroponymic structures are used to name native sisters or 
brothers: Гринькóва Лє́на and Гринькóва Свє́та, Кáтя 
Буровикóва, Лíда Буровикóва  and Нáдя Буровикóва, 
Циганкóва Тóня and Циганкóва Свє́та, Платóнув Вáся  і 
Платóнув Рóма . The possessive component is often added in 
order to avoid the title: Марíя Барабýсюва , Марíя 
Никодúмува, Марíя Самчукóва , Марíя Виштакóва , Сóнька 
Назарóва, Сóнька Пилипчукóва. 

вó придýмали //.  In 
these street anthroponyms, a direct reference to a relative was 
found, and such names have a double or even triple motivation 
(name, family and ancestral affiliation, sometimes an additional 
characteristic).  

In Western Polissia, unofficial anthroponyms of a family-generic 
character almost never develop into three-member or more 
structures, as, for example, in Transcarpathia (see P. Chuchka 
[7]) or Kholm region, cf. Гéлько Вє́рки Сиридéшиної, Нáдя, 
дочка [daughter of] Вє́рки Сиридéшиної [19, p. 167]. Only 
sometimes in everyday speech can one record such an 
“anthroponymic deployment”, expressed syntactically: / а чий 
то вун йе? / чийá вунá бýде?  //, / а тó Малúй Жáнки 
Пл′éшч’інойи //, / а то бýде Хлóпиц Гáл′і Бидóвойі з 
Хýтора //. 

4 Conclusion 

Thus, the systematic analysis of suffix formants in the folk and 
household names of Western Polissia showed their following 
varieties: a) patronymic and matronymic: masculine -ич || -іч,     
-ович (-увич, -евич), -івс′к-ий (-ивс′к-ий, -увс′к-ий); feminine –   
-івс′к-а (-ивс′к-а, -увс′к-а, -овс′к-а); b) patronymic-possessive 
and matronymic-possessive: masculine: -ин || -ін, -ів ( -ив, -ув,   
-ов), -ов-ий (-ев-ий, -ув-ий), feminine -ов (-ев-а, -ув-а), -ин-а || 
-ін-а; c) multifunctional in the sense of patronymic or 
matronymic: -ак, -ак-а, -ан || -ан′, -ец′ (-ец, -иц, -иц′), -ик || -ік 
(-ек, -’ек), -к-о, -ок (-ек, -’ек), -с′к-ий, -ц′к-ий, -ук, -ус || -ус′; e) 
collective: -ат-а (-’ат-а). According to the number of 
representants in the anthroponymic base of Western Polissia, the 
following types of suffix word-formation models are established: 
a) highly productive: masculine: -ик || -ік (Прокóпик ‘son of 
Прокоп’), -ич || -іч (Ярúнич), -ів (Назáрів), -к-о (Март úнко),     
-ович (Кáрпович), -ец′ (Ромáнець)in patronymic (propatronymic), 
matronymic (promatronymic) personal names; feminine: -их-а 
(Макарúха), -к-а (Агронóмка), -ов-а (Остапчукóва) in 
andronymic and patronymic names; b) productive: masculine:    
-ин || -ін (Марúнчин), -івс′к-ий (Сидорíвський), -ов-ий 
(Барабýсьовий), -ович (Кáрпович), -ок (Гусачóк), -ц′о 
(Гадáмцьо) in patronymic (propatronymous), matronymic 
(promatronymic), gyneconymous names; female: -ин-а || -ін-а 
(Бугаїш́ина), -івс′к-а (Гапонíвська) in patronymic, matronymic, 
andronymic unofficial names; -ат-а || -′ат-а (Бусленя́та) in the 
collective names of children; c) low-productive: masculine: -ак 
(Хімáк), -ан || -ан′ (Петрáнь), -с′к-ий (Марúнський), -ц′к-ий 
(Василíцький), -ук (Ковальчýк), -ус || -ус′ (Вáркусь) 

As we can see, the nickname creativity of the inhabitants of 
Western Polissia both reveals all-Ukrainian anthroponymic 
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trends in the use of commonly used word-formation models, and 
outlines local peculiarities. All this testifies to the wide 
possibilities of nickname nomens, which especially require 
careful fixations and detailed regional studies. The study of 
unofficial names of persons at the synchronic level allows 
starting anthroponymic searches in diachrony, because the study 
of the specificity of names and surnames must be carried out 
primarily through the nickname paradigm. 
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